Empowered® Monitoring Tools Assessment
Enterprises are lacking a comprehensive understanding of the current monitoring tools capabilities they
have and the strategic plan they will need to enable a sustainable network monitoring approach.
Technology is at the heart of just about every function in the enterprise today. Where technology used to be
solely the domain of the experts in the MIS department, we all now interact with dozens of complex technology
products and services offerings every working day.
Have the tools you use to monitor and manage these business-critical offerings kept pace with this renaissance?
Despite significant investments, many enterprises still feel they are lacking the proactive visibility that they need.
> Are you “flying blind” on network outages and performance issues?
> Do your Tools address today’s needs or are they designed for how networks and applications worked a decade
ago?
> Do your Tools enable your team? Do you have efficient processes that support collaboration and a
differentiating customer experience?
> Do your Tools deliver real value? Or do they consume excessive cycles, support and budget without delivering
needed capabilities.

What to expect from an Assessment:
Our Assessment customers tell us that they:
> Improve Service Delivery
> Cut IT overhead & spend
> Streamline Processes
> Identify Overlapping and Ineffective Tools
> Achieve better alignment between IT and the business
> Get clarity on their go-forward monitoring strategy

Our Structured Approach:
We’ve developed a structured methodology to examine the collection of IT Monitoring Tools and processes you
have in place, as a data-rich foundation for our analysis and guidance. Our experts will collect, organize and
analyze quantitative data on your existing IT Monitoring Tools. From this basis, we provide strategic guidance on
how and where to optimize the value of IT Monitoring Tools to your business. We’ll map out a series of prioritized
and actionable recommendations you can implement right away or in phases.

About Empowered
Empowered Networks® optimizes network monitoring, management, security and compliance for many of the
world’s largest companies. Our team helps select, deploy and operate technologies that make applications,
networks and services more agile, more visible, and more dependable. We drive positive business outcomes that
translate directly to the bottom line.

